WELCOME TO THE
YEAR 7
CURRICULUM INFORMATION EVENING
TUESDAY 19 SEPTEMBER 2017

PRESENTATION - 6.30 PM – 7.30 PM

Assessment at KS3
• Traditional national curriculum levels no longer exist.
• We have a new system that operates in conjunction
with the new grading system at KS4.
• The GCSE grading system will change for your child
from letters to numbers eg. A* = 9, F = 1. A number 5
is now considered to be a high C. Therefore we are
using the number system throughout KS3 and KS4.
• In year 7 your child will receive a STEP grade in every
subject:
• STEP 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
• Stages within each step 1.2, 1.5, 1.8

• This will allow teaching staff to diagnose the specific
skills students need to focus on in order to progress.

End GCSE target
grade

KS4 begins with a clear
idea of where students
are in relation to final GCSE target

KS3 skills divided into steps
Students clearly see where
they are and how to get to
the next step

Starting step

Assessment at KS3: Reporting
• Year 7 receive three grade cards a year.
• The first card reports on conduct, attitude to
learning, home – learning and organisation.
• The second/ third report card includes all of the
above and a step for each subject as well.

KS3 ENGLISH
AT
HAMPTON COLLEGE

A guide to Year 7 and beyond…
Acting Head of English – Miss Riotto

A brief summary of the year 7 (KS3) curriculum
• In English, we will develop the key skills of:
• Reading
• Writing
• Speaking and Listening

Reading
• Students will study a variety of texts,
including plays, poetry, novels and
non-fiction / media texts.
• We develop students’ skills of
inference, analysis, reading for
meaning and help them develop
their ability to explain what they
have read.
• We also use images to help students
explore potential meanings in
abstract texts.

Writing
• Students will write in a variety of
different forms and for a wide
range of purposes and audiences.
• We focus on spelling, grammar,
organisation of writing,
vocabulary and punctuation,
seeking to give pupils a ‘toolkit’
for success in the future.

Creative Writing club
• Some of our sixth form students
run a club that aims to both
inspire our young writers and
also help those who find writing
a challenge.
• This lunchtime club will be
publicised along with the other
extra-curricular activities

Speaking and Listening
• Students will take part in drama
based activities, give presentations
and also engage in group
discussions.
• Students are encouraged to listen
carefully to one another and ask
questions.
• We recognise that S&L is a vital part
of any child’s communication skill
set and it heavily influences their
ability to build positive relationships
with others.
• S&L is still assessed at GCSE level.

A rich and varied KS3 curriculum
• The English curriculum includes ‘…a range of English Literature, both
Pre-1914 and contemporary, including prose, poetry and drama…’
• At Hampton College we study at least 2 Shakespeare plays in year 7 and
9. Mostly extract work in year 7 (The Tempest or The Taming of the
Shrew) with more whole text study in year 9 (A Midsummer Night’s
Dream or Much Ado About Nothing) according to ability of the group.
• They will draw on their knowledge of literary devices to create and
craft their own writing for a variety of different styles, purposes and
audiences!

Tracking and assessment
• The style of our assessments match the format that students will
face at GCSE. However, we have adjusted them to help bridge the
gap from KS2. The assessments continue to be adapted throughout
KS3 to ensure familiarity with the format and to build up their
confidence as they progress through the key stages.
• We have integrated the new Steps assessment into our entire KS3
curriculum.
• Each student will be measured in Steps with criteria directly related
to the Assessment focuses of our KS4 curriculum. Our mark sheets
correspond to the GCSE skills on which they are examined.
• Your child’s progress will be tracked and regular monitoring will
identify where intervention is necessary.

Intervention
• As our tracker identifies the need for extra support in a
particular skill we can ensure that no child is left behind
and that they feel confident in each specific area of their
learning.

How can you help your child in English?
Reading
Time

20-30 minutes of reading a day, on top of
any reading time in school. Not only will
this boost their reading but we will see a
vast improvement in the quality of their
writing too!

Support

Check their planner / Show My Homework

Practise
writing

Try to find a way of making writing and
reading part of family life: “write me a
letter, persuading me that you should be
able to go to Queensgate on Saturday”

Readathon
Readathon is a wonderful
opportunity for students to
raise money through their
reading for a very worthy
cause.

We will be encouraging all
year 7 students to take
part. Normally we arrange
this for the summer term.

Useful resources and suggested reading
• Your local library.
• Suggested author list:
Frank Cottrell Boyce
Anthony Horowitz
Sarah Crossan

•

Suggested websites:
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks3bitesize/english
www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk
www.lovereading4kids.co.uk

KS3 MATHS
AT
HAMPTON COLLEGE

A guide to Year 7 and beyond…
Associate Assistant Head and Head of Maths– Mrs Kidd

Our shared vision
• Every school leaver to achieve a strong foundation in
mathematics, with no child left behind
• A significant proportion of pupils to be in a position to
choose to study A-level and degree level mathematics
and mathematics-related sciences

A belief and a frustration
Mastery member schools want to ensure that their aspirations
for every child’s mathematics success become reality
• Success in mathematics for every child is possible
• Mathematical ability is not innate, and is increased through effort

Effort – based ability –
growth mindset
Intelligence
can grow

Effort leads to
success

When the going
gets tough ... I
get smarter

Success
is the
making
of
targets

I only need to
believe in
myself

When the going
gets tough ... dig in
and persist

Innate ability
Intelligence is
fixed

Ability leads to
success

I need to be
viewed as
able

When the going
gets tough ... I
get found out

When the going
gets tough ... give
up, it’s hopeless

Success is
doing
better
than
others

Our approach

Conceptual
understanding

Mathematical
problem
solving
Mathematical
thinking

Language and
communication

Do the maths- true or false?
Even + Even = Even
Even + Odd = Odd
Odd + Odd = Even
• Can you explain why?
• Can you prove why…
• Using algebra?
• Without using algebra?

Mastering mathematical understanding
Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (C+P+A) approach
Concrete - DOING
At the concrete level, tangible objects are used to approach and solve problems.
Almost anything students can touch and manipulate to help approach and solve
a problem is used at the concrete level. This is a 'hands on' component using
real objects and it is the foundation for conceptual understanding.
Pictorial - SEEING
At the pictorial level, representations are used to approach and solve problems.
These can include drawings (e.g., circles to represent coins, tally marks,
number lines), diagrams, charts, and graphs. These are visual representations
of the concrete manipulatives. It is important for the teacher to explain this
connection.
Abstract –SYMBOLIC
At the abstract level, symbolic representations are used to approach and solve
problems. These representations can include numbers or letters. It is important
for teachers to explain how symbols can provide a shorter and efficient way to
represent numerical operations.

Mastering mathematical thinking
“Mathematics can be terrific fun; knowing that you can
enjoy it is psychologically and intellectually empowering.”
(Watson, 2006)

We believe that pupils should:
• explore, wonder, question and conjecture
• compare, classify, sort
• experiment, play with possibilities, modify an aspect and
see what happens
• make theories and predictions and act purposefully to see
what happens, generalise

Does it work?

KS3 SCIENCE
AT
HAMPTON COLLEGE

A guide to Year 7 and beyond…
Mr P Musson
Head of Science

Aims of the curriculum area
• For the students to be scientifically informed citizens
• For the science that they learn to be a basis for further
study
• To help develop an “enquiring” mind
• For Science to be enjoyable, stimulating and carried out
in a safe environment

Yr7: Modules
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Energy Transfers

Current

Voltage and resistance

Cells

Separating substances

Magnetism

Particle Model

Interdependence

Acids and Alkalis

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Gravity

Universe

Speed

Human Reproduction

Movement

Plant Reproduction

Metals and non-metals

Contact forces

Work

Yr8: Modules
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Wave Properties

Wave effects

Sound

Variation

Breathing

Heating and Cooling

Earth Structure

Elements

Digestion

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Light

Electromagnets

Energy costs

Respiration

Photosynthesis

Inheritance

The Periodic Table

Types of Reaction

Chemical Energy

Yr9: Modules
Unit 1

Unit 2

Evolution

Pressure

Earth resources

Climate

Unit 3
Revision

From January
(2020)  start
learning the GSCE
content

KS3 Science Club
• Fun, exciting experiments that explore Science
beyond the curriculum
• Open to all Y7 and Y8 students
• Will start after the half term break

Assessment
• Within each topic of a unit there will be a piece of assessed work
• This will receive feedback and improvements will be encouraged
• The purpose of this is to identify any misconceptions, allow students to show
what they can do and help them to make a further step forward

• At the end of each unit there will be a written test that covers all 3
topics
• All classes will sit this at a similar time
• Feedback will be provided by the teacher and support put in place for specific
areas of weakness

ENRICHMENT AT
HAMPTON COLLEGE

Subject Specific: Drama
• Drama clubs for Ks3 and KS4
• Peterborough Drama festival - Competing against other schools in front of
judges
• Shakespeare Schools Festival
• National Connections Festival- Competing at a National level
• Musicals
• Main School Plays
• Theatre in Education- Creating plays for the Primary Schools
• Trips to plays
• Outside performers and practitioner of theatre holding workshops

Subject Specific: Music
• We offer a wider variety of lunchtime/after school groups:
• Orchestra, Hampton Voices, Music theory group, various rock
bands rehearsing, lunchtime practice rooms to be booked.
• Performances outside of the college linked with the Music hub
and other musical organisations around the city
• Performance at whole-school events: assemblies, open
evenings, sports day, charity events
• Concerts, soirees and primary school linked events (such as the
Christmas concert).
• Students also have the option to sign up for individual or
paired lessons on any instrument.

Subject Specific: Art
• KS3 Art leadership programme run by Miss Nowlan
• Open competition entry for KS3 students who are then selected to form a small
groups to attend weekly lectures and practical workshops.
• In Key stage 4 and 5 students examination work / coursework is displayed and
parents / students across the school are invited to view the work

Subject Specific: Physical Education
1. A ‘sport for all’ philosophy – where all students are encouraged to take part.
These activities usually take place at lunchtime where recreational clubs are
offered for students to maintain an active and healthy lifestyle.
A healthy Inter-form and intra school competition. All students are encouraged to
represent their house on an individual basis or as part of a team. These include:
• Cross Country
• Sports Day (Athletics Events)
• Hampton Tennis Championships
• Basketball
• Rowing
• Indoor Football
A range of ‘Coaching Workshops’ also run to improve levels of participation,
provide taster sessions and then exit routes to school or community clubs

Subject Specific: Physical Education
2. Development of 'elite' athletics and teams in a competitive environment
This involves committed sports people attending school trials, practices, coaching sessions
and workshops in order to improve performance and then participate in inter-school
competition, on a City/County wide structure.
In Year 7 we run teams in:
• Football (Girls and Boys)
• Rugby
• Netball
• Basketball
• Rounders
• Cricket Boys)
• X Country and Athletics
• Indoor Rowing
• Tennis
• Table Tennis
• Trampolining

Learning Outside of the Classroom
The College offers many opportunities for students to learn outside of the
classroom. This is often built into the normal curriculum and could be on the
school site or in the local area.
In addition to this and school sports fixtures, departments also run ‘trips and
visits’ to enrich the College curriculum offer. In 2016 – 2017 the school…..
•
•
•
•

Organised and ran 78 trips…..
For the equivalent of 1985 students,…..
With costs ranging from £0 to £500.
The more expensive trips were residential, to either Birmingham, Belgium,
Italy, Caythorpe Camp in Grantham, Iceland or Germany.

Enrichment Week (Year 7-9)
• This is built into the school calendar and is part of Hampton College tradition.
• It runs in the last week of summer term (This Year 23rd – 27th July)
• Students will be given a choice of enrichment activities to chose from that are all
designed to build confidence and esteem, new skills, make and develop
friendships, whilst having fun!

The staff at the school will organise the week and usually offer:
Residential Trips: (Germany, Birmingham, Belgium and Caythorpe Camp near
Grantham). These are being promoted within the next month.
Trips and visits: A number of week long activities will involve trips. Last year one
trip involved Scuba Diving! There is also a day trip to Thorpe park
On school site Activities: A range of other activities are offered on school site. For
example, Sports Week, Knitting, Comedy club, ‘making a music video’ and board
games to name just a few!

The philosophy for enrichment at Hampton College has
always been to make it inclusive and to promote the values
of the school.

Progress, Partnership and Pride

HOME-LEARNING AT HAMPTON COLLEGE

• "Homework is not an optional extra, but
an essential part of a good education."

Home – Learning: Aims
• Consolidate and extend work covered in class or prepare for new learning
activities.
• Access resources not available in the classroom.
• Develop research skills.
• Have an opportunity for independent work.
• Show progress and understanding.
• Provide feedback in the evaluation of teaching.
• To enhance their study skills e.g. planning, time management and self
discipline.
• To take ownership and responsibility for learning.
• Engage parental co-operation and support.
• Create channels for home school dialogue.

Key Stage 3 Home - Learning

• Subject
• English
• Maths
• Science
• MFL

Year 7
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins

Year 8
30-45 mins
30-45 mins
30-45 mins
30-45 mins

Year 9
45 mins
45 mins
45 mins
45 mins

•Technology, RE, PD, ICT, History, Geography
and Expressive Arts home learning will be
set once a fortnight and may take the form
of a topic based approach. There will be no
home learning for PE or Drama.

‘Show My Homework’
• Students will be given a log on username and password to the ‘Show
My Homework’ system.
• As parents and carers, you will also be able to log on to the system
and check whether your child has home-learning, when it is due and
how long it should take.
• In addition to SMH, all students are given a home-learning diary in
which they can record home-learning assignments and organise their
time.

FAQ
• How much can I help my child?
• What can I do to support them with their learning at
home?
• My child seems to be working for hours every night. Is
that right?
• My child doesn’t get enough home-learning…
• She/he says he hasn’t got any home-learning…

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING.
YOUR SUPPORT IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
REMEMBER ON 21ST NOVEMBER 2017
YR7 TUTOR EVENING

